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iUew fleet
The Marshalls name will become a more familiar sight on
the country's roads following the introduction of a new
type of trailer for the company's products.

The drop-sided trailer provides an extra
80 feet of advertising space on each vehicle.

It will also ensure extra security.

Group transport and distribution manager

Peter Hancox said that all new trailer

purchases will now be drop-sided and the

company was considering adding sides to

the existing fleet.

Marshalls has also bought its first draw-bar

vehicle, providing increased flexibility and

a greater carrying capacity. The 38 tonne

vehicle has a 21 ft

platform and 16ft trailer.

The trailer can be

detached to improve

maneuverability. Two new Scania tractor units

have also been added to Marshalls' 85-strong

fleet of trucks.

Peter Hancox added: "We place great store

on the standard of our fleet. The company

aims to maintain its vehicles to a very high

level. We also believe that we have a driving
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staff that reflects that quality. Our drivers are

regularly praised by members of the public for

their courtesy and consideration. Since the

introduction of the new uniform we also have

one of the smartest teams in the business."

On fime
Europe's largest sundial, paved in Marshalls'

clay pavers, provides a stunning centre-piece

in Sutton-in-Ashfield, Nottinghamshire,

completing the town's multi-million pound

award winning refurbishment.

More than 3,500 square metres of

Marshalls' clay pavers were laid to form the

giant sundial, measuring 20 metres in

diameter.

Marshalls also supplied purpose made

digital style numbers for the clock face.
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Alan Winlow and pupils start the planting.

The planting of 1,000 trees at the Stairfoot works

in Barnsley is the latest phase in Marshalls' award

winning land restoration and conservation

programme.

Already home to nesting owls. Red Legged

Partridges and bats, the site now has a wildlife habitat

featuring Evergreens, Willows, Holly, Corslcan Pine

and Dog Rose.

Local school children helped Marshalls' Alan Winlow,

South Yorkshire Community Forest and Barnsley Council

to plant the trees and shrubs at the Stairfoot site.
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fExpected Upturn
^Delayed

Chairman Andrew Marshall recently announced to shareholders that trading conditions had not

improved as expected in the company's key commercial, industrial and housing markets during

June and July.

His cautionary note follows June's announcement of reduced company profits. In the
year to 31 March 1996, Group sales increased by 3.4 per cent to £237.4m, but profits slipped

9.2 per cent to £28.5m.

"Though the industry is hopeful of improvement during the remainder of 1996, it looks
increasingly likely that any meaningful upturn will be delayed until next year," he said.

He added that this low building activity, coupled with the fact that the Group has particularly
high stock levels, means that adjustments to production will be necessary to ensure acceptable
levels during the winter months.

Andrew Marshall also told shareholders that the company had sold its concrete products
operation in Chattanooga, Tennessee, to a private American concrete products company.
Proceeds from the sale will be invested in a new concrete block paving facility at Atlanta, Georgia.
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